Typical Valves for Combined Cycle Units

**Edward FliteFlow Globe (Stop) Valve**

Brand: Edward  
Description: A large bore, cast body gate valve with body guided disc offering superior leak tightness and performance. Available in class…

**Edward Bolted Cover Piston Check Valve**

Brand: Edward  
Description: A small bore, forged valve with a bolted cover for easy maintenance. Available in class 800 and 1500 from sizes 1/2 to 2…

**EquiWedge for MSIV and MFIV Service**

Brand: Edward  
Description: The Flowserve-Equivalent Gate Valve with the Type A, Gas-Hydraulic actuator is the industry standard for fast-acting,…

**Edward Bolted Bonnet - Globe (Stop-Check) Valve**

Brand: Edward  
Description: A small bore, forged globe valve with a bolted bonnet for easy maintenance. Available in class 800 and 1500 from sizes 1/2…

**Edward Univalve® - Stop Valve**
**Brand:** Edward

**Description:** A small bore, forged body globe valve with a body-guided disc. Available in class 1690, 2680 and 4500 from sizes 1/2 to 4…

---

**Mark One Control Valve**

---

**Brand:** Valtek

**Description:** The Valtek Mark One globe control valve offers superior performance in liquid and gaseous services, while also permitting…

---

**Mark 100 Control Valve**

---

**Brand:** Valtek, Valtek EMA

**Description:** The Valtek Mark 100 control valve is a large control valve designed to have the features needed by large applications. The…

---

**Radial Stage Nozzle Control Valve ZK 29**

---

**Brand:** Gestra

**Description:** ZK 29 DN 25 - DN 150 steam reducing valve for a refinery Class 900 / PN 160 Delta p max 1450 psi / 100 bar flanged,…

---

**Thermostatic Bimetallic Steam Trap BK 212HT**

---

**Brand:** Gestra

**Description:** The BK 212HT is designed for high pressure/high temperature drip applications including steam main drip, turbine drain,…